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ABSTRACT

A three section Monobeam Pneumatic Detector has been

designed and fabricated. The gas charges employed in this

detector have been selected to allow nearly complete cancel-

lation of response to ozone. The mechanical design provides

a factor of 75 improvement in signal to microphonic noise

ratio compared to previous Monobeam detectors. Measurement

of response and noise characteristics by the U. S. Naval Ordnance

Laboratory indicates a PN mm of 8.5 x 10-10 watts/cps• at the peak

wavelength of 9. 8 microns.
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Description

The detector is constructed with three series-optical pneumatic

cells in a Monobeam configuration. In the cells, the back volumes are

located to balance out the differential forces which normally exist between

the diaphragms and the fixed electrodes when the detector is subjected to

acceleration forces. A sectional view of the front cell is shown in

Figure 1.

The three cell unit has the dimensions 2. 0" h x 1. 8" w x 3. 7" 1.

The aperture is 0. 375" in diameter.

The detector is normally charged as follows:

Dl = 200 mm/15% SiF 4 in Argon

D2 = 200 mm/10% CF2 =CFC1 in Argon

D3 = 200 mm/15% CCl 2 F 2 in Argon

Discussion

The microphonic characteristics of this detector were tested and

compared with those of a noncompensated LOPAIR pneumatic Monobeam

Infrared Detector. The new design exhibited an improvement in signal to

microphonic noise ratio (Figure of Merit) of 75:1 over the previous design,

as illustrated in Table 1. Figures of merit for nonmicrophonic detectors

are discussed in the following section. Comparison of figures of merit

between these designs as a function of vibration frequency is shown in

Figure 2. Output signal as a function of vibration frequency is shown in

Figure 3.

* Depending on the results of ozone compensation and LOPAIR system

measurement tests, DI may be charged with CF 2 CFCi and D2 with

iSiF4"
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Performance

Two measures of the nonmicrophonic performance of a pneumatic

detector are given below. A "figure of merit" is defined which directly

compares the nonmicrophonic performance between any two detectors.

An "alternate figure of merit" is defined which is easier to measure, and,

while it is useful, may give somewhat different results for different

detector designs.

"1IFigure of Merit"

The basic criterion for the nonmicrophonic characteristic of

a detector is the signal to noise ratio, where the noise is de-

fined as that which is due to vibration. A "figure of merit"

which expresses this signal to noise ratio is:

output signal
radiant power

Figure of Merit = .acceleration (gravity units)

output signal radiant power (watts)

acceleration

"Alternate Figure of Merit"

The inverse of the force required to maintain the detector

diaphragm in its original position, when the detector is sub-

jected to an acceleration, is a measure of the nonmicrophoni,

quality of a detector. A voltage between the diaphragm and the

detector button will provide such a force, thus, we can dfine

the "alternate figure of merit" as:

output signal
bias voltage change

Alternate a . acceleration (gravity ulit* )
Figure of Merit output sil~nal bias voltage change (volts)

acceleration

This criteria is not quite as fundamental as the "figure o" nirit",

however, it provides a useful second check on ths' de•'.'tetr desigi.
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The various measurements tabulated in Table 1 were measured

as follows:

1. Output signal was measured using Beckman Mark IV
Radiant power

source #750. This source was modulated at 2 c/s.

2. Output signal due to vibration was determined by a sin-

usoidal displacement of 3/8" peak to peak over a range of

frequencies. Calculations were performed at 2 c. p. s.

Higher frequencies show an additional improvement which

is approximately linear with frequency.

3. To determine the voltage required to develop a force on

the diaphragm equivalent to that developed by the acceler-

ation, an audio voltage is applied directly between the

diaphragm and the stationary electrode. The output signal

for a given peak to peak audio voltage (bias voltage change)

is measured.

Both the "figure of merit" and the "alternate figure of merit"

improve approximately linearly with the frequency of vibration.

Testing

The attached appendix is a copy of test results obtained on DI

(SiF4 charged) of a three-section nonmicrophonic Monobeam [nfrared

Detector at the U. S. Naval Ordnance Laboratory. Corona, California.

The measurements were performed with the detector equipped with a

recently developed solid state oscillator-demodulator unit. This prenampli-

tier results in an approximately 33 percent improvement in signal to noise.

based on NlEP measurements at 2 c/s. compared to the same detector with

the best vacuum tube oscillator-deniodu!ator.

The solid-state preamplifier, occupying a space of I 1 3".

incorporates three low noise transistors and a metal-silicoii hot carrirr

diode as shown in the circuit diagram. Fig.ure.4
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400

Ratios of Figures of Merit (nonmicrophonic performance) between the

nonmicrophonic LOPAIR detector and the standard LOPAIR detector.
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APPENDIX

U. S. NAVAL ORDNANCE LABORATORY
CORONA. CAL.FORNIA 91720 IN REPLY RZrFR TO

431:WIE :ms

3900
439$
25 June 1965

Mr. Taylor C. Fletcher
Beckman Ins trunents Inc.
2400 Harbor Blvd.
Fullerton, California

Dear Mr. Fletcher:

Enclosed are copies of the data we obtained on your pneumatic
detector. Any questions you may have concerning the data will
receive my prompt attention.

The data will be published in a future NOWC "Photodetector
Report".

Sincerely,

J,

"W.L, EISENMAN
HE-ad, Detector Branch

Infrared Division
Code 431

Encl:
Data Sheets & Graphs

1IND.NOLC.CS816/e (10-93)



TEST RESULTS* CONDITIONS OF MEASUREMENT

R (volts/watt) 4.8 101 Blackbody temperature (K)
(500, 10)

Blackbody flux density
HN (watts/cps 'cm2 5.8 x 10- (,watts/cm2 , rms)(500, 10 )"PH (watts/cp)1 4.1 x )0 8  Chopping frequency (cps) 10

(500, 401 Noise bandwidth (cps) 0.3

D* (cm5cps0/watt) (2.1 x 10 ) Cell temperature (K) 296

Cell current
Responsive time2 x 104 for 10 cps data (•a)
•onstant (Fsec)

Cell current
RXmax 46for D*mm (fia)

Rbb 46

Rbb Load resistance (ohms) (*See note)

Peak wavelergth (IL) 9.8 Transformer

Peak detective modulation Relative humidity (%)
frequency (cps) 7

Responsive plane
PN., (watts/cps ) 8.5 x I0"I (from window)

Ambient temperature (*C) 23
CELL DESCRIPTION

Ambient radiation 296cK oP1.v

Type Pneumatic on detector

Shape of sensitive area (cm) 0.95 dia. *Detector equipped with internal

Area (cm 2 ) 7.1 x I0I solid state

Dark resistance (ohms) (*See note)

Dynamic resistance (ohms) ---

Field of view ---

Window material C,

DATA SHEET NO.

NOLC NO. 21?4

DATE .-
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